STONEGATE

ABOUT THIS PLAN
This plan is a summary of the results of the January 2016 “PLACE” workshop. The workshop was held to provide an insight
into the way the design of the built environment needs to be considered as part of the neighbourhood plan process.
Working in teams of five, participants were responsible for Planning, Landscape, Architecture, Conservation or Engineering.
The teams then undertook a critical analysis of Stonegate and its immediate surroundings.

Planning
Landscape
Architecture
Conservation
Engineering

Heavy-goods vehicles that exceed the weight
restrictions travel along Lymden Lane and
damage the road and impact negatively on
immediate surroundings.
This brownfield site is a lorry and machinery park
and considered to be in need of redevelopment.

School traffic congests this area.

Reclamation yard

The Lymden Lane/Station Road
route is considered a rat-run.
There is a sense of openness as the
centre of Stonegate is approached.

The pond needs
to be preserved.
The junction corner property and
The Acorns are not considered the
best examples of architecture to
take forward in new development.

Good site for
development?

This length of Cottenden Road is a particular risk
for walkers and cyclists. There is no dedicated path
for either recreation and the narrow, winding road
and tall hedgerows reduce visibility.
Greyhound track and
horse-riding school.

Allotments

Royal Observer Corps Bunker

Recreation
Ground

The junction space offers great potential and should be redesigned as a safe and attractive feature of Stonegate.
Shop used to be here?
Can it be brough back?

Need to reduce the speed of
vehicles as they approach
this junction.

Buildings of significant community value.
Good examples of local
architecture styles and
design-layout.

Buildings of architectural significance.
Longer distance views.

Should this site be used for car
parking? Or should it be preserved
to compliment the church?

The local bus
stop is listed.

Road-side parking is an issue along
Station Road and can make movement
difficult for pedestrians and vehicles.
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February 2016

Area of traditional cottages,
farmhouses and out-buildings.

Medieval house
School playing field
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Small working and
business space

Sewage farm
What is happening here?
What could be done to improve
the current condition of the buildings?
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